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The current safety of flight clearances for unmanned aircraft requires a qualified operatorwho canmake decisions

and ultimately bears the responsibility for the safe operations of the vehicle. The future of aviation is unmanned, and

ultimately autonomous. Yet, a method for certifying an autonomous vehicle to make decisions currently reserved for

qualified pilots does not exist. Beforewe can field autonomous systems, a process needs to be approved to certify them.

This paper analyzes the flight-test data (both developmental and operational) of an autonomous decision engine

selecting an appropriate landing site for a large rotorcraft in an unprepared landing zone. In particular, this paper

focuses on using legacy test and evaluation methods to determine their suitability for obtaining a safety of flight

clearance for a system that possesses autonomous functionality. We will show that the autonomous system under test

was able to complete a mission currently reserved for qualified pilots under controlled conditions. However, when

confronted with conditions that were not anticipated (or programmed), the software lacked the judgment a pilot uses

to complete a mission under off-nominal conditions.

I. Introduction

T HE use of unmanned aircraft in aviation is expected to increase
over the next decade because they can operate far beyond the

limits of human endurance [1]. However, current safety of flight
certification standards require a qualified operator in the loop. This
operator, who controls the vehicle and makes decisions, is ultimately
responsible for the safe operations of the vehicle [2]. Many modern
aircraft can, and are, operated through a set of pilot relief modes
(i.e., autopilots) that allow the aircraft to complete nearly the entire
flight without a pilot touching the controls (which includes landing
high-performance jet aircraft on the pitching deck of an aircraft
carrier [3] or preparing for a landing on another planet during the
Mars entry, descent, and landing phase of a mission [4]). However,
the pilot in command still has the responsibility for the aircraft and is
expected to operate the vehicle under current certification standards.
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certification for unmanned
vehicles only deals with small vehicles (referred to as quadcopters or
similar small drones), and requires the operator to be within line of
sight of the vehicle [5]. Future systems are expected to allow vehicles
to operate autonomously. Autonomous aircraft will not have an
operator in the loop, and they will ultimately require a new process
for certifying an autonomous vehicle to accomplish tasks that are
currently reserved for qualified pilots [2,6–8].
Many military applications can and have transitioned easily to the

civilian sector (e.g., radio detection and ranging (known as radar) [9],
medevac air ambulance [10], jet engines [11], glow sticks [12], and
advanced night vision technology [13]). Therefore, we choose to
examine a safety of flight certification for the unprepared (i.e., not

an aerodrome or helipad) confined area landing (CAL)/landing zone
(LZ) mission currently carried out by H-1 and H-60 variant helicop-
ters by the U.S. Navy (USN) and U.S. Marine Corps (USMC) [14].
In an attempt to provide a path forward for certifying autonomy in
aviation, this paper provides insight into the final portion of the
certification process: flight-test (both developmental and operational).
We examine flight-test data of an autonomous controller as installed
on a FAA certified (experimental certification) UH-1 attempting to
accomplish the unprepared CAL/LZ mission to determine if the
current process can lead to a safety of flight clearance of autonomous
behavior. We examined data through the lens of a developmental test
(DT) program,which is used to determine if thevehicle can satisfy the
requirements of the contract for which it was acquired (normally a set
of objective measures). Following the DT evaluation, we examined
data through the lens of an operational test (OT) program, which is
used to determine if the vehicle is suitable for the mission for which it
was designated when operating under mission representative condi-
tions (normally a subjective opinion of the OT team). Both the DTand
OT are designed to examine the possible corners of the operational
envelope or the edge cases in the software verification [15].
Before certification of an autonomous system to complete the

CAL/LZmission, officials need to be provided certification evidence
that the system can complete tasks currently reserved for fully quali-
fied helicopter aircraft commanders (HACs) [16]. As a truly autono-
mous system has never been subjected to formal flight testing to
support a safety of flight certification, exercising the existing process
to evaluate a singlemission setwill provide significant lessons learned
as we transition to more autonomous functionality within aviation.
We demonstrate that the autonomous system under test was able to
perform the CAL/LZ mission under controlled conditions. However,
when confronted with conditions that were not anticipated/pro-
grammed (e.g., obstacle types that were not anticipated; compound
malfunctions on the vehicle; or changing environmental conditions),
its software lacked the judgment a pilot uses to complete a mission
under off-nominal conditions.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, in addition to a

review of related research into certifying autonomy, we discuss
certifying the CAL/LZ mission, the flight-test process, and the
system under test (to include a brief overview of the available
flight-test data). In Sec. III, DT methods and results are summarized
for the system under test. In Sec. IV, OT methods and results are
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summarized, and a system suitability for the mission is provided. In
Sec. V, we decompose the results of the flight-test data for lessons
learned regarding flight testing of autonomous systems for safety of
flight certification. In Sec. VI, we summarize our findings as they
relate to certifying autonomous systems to complete missions cur-
rently reserved for qualified pilots. Directions for future research are
also provided.

II. Background

This research focuses on the flight-test of an autonomous system to
complete theCAL/LZmission to determine if it is suitable for a safety
of flight certification. This will help build trust in autonomy because
without trust certification officials will be reluctant to grant a safety
of flight certification [17]. A simplified version of the steps leading to
a safety of flight clearance for an autonomous system to complete
the CAL/LZ mission is presented in Fig. 1. While the flowchart may
appear to be aworkflow diagram, it is actually a simplified version of
the critical path leading to a safety of flight certification. The first step
is to determine the requirements the systemmust complete to accom-
plish the mission for which it was acquired. Step two involves
awarding a contract to a vendor to develop a system that can complete
the mission requirements. The vendor will then need to validate the
software (ensure the software meets the requirements from the con-
tract), and perform modeling and simulation (M&S) as a risk miti-
gation step before flight testing. DTwill then be performed to ensure
the system has completed the requirements of the contract. Finally
OTwill be performed to ensure the system can complete the mission
under mission-representative conditions. Once the system under test
has accomplished all the steps, it will be granted a safety of flight
clearance. This paper focuses on steps 5 and 6 of the simplified safety
of flight certification process. Some related work is mentioned in
Sec. II.A. Our proposed method for certifying autonomy for the
CAL/LZ mission is covered in Sec. II.B. A review of the flight-test
process (bothDTandOT) is provided in Sec. II.C. Finally, the system
under test [autonomous aerial cargo/utility system (AACUS)] and the
available data are detailed in Sec. II.D.

A. Current Methods for Flight Certification

Currently, when an aircraft is certified as safe for flight (when
operated safely, they will not break down or cause a danger to the
general public), it is implied that they will be operated by a qualified
pilot [or operator in the case of large unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) such as Global Hawk or Predator]. As an example of a
currently fielded system, the USN currently operates the MQ-8 Fire
Scout UAV. The Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) has certi-
fied the large rotorcraft to fly without a qualified HAC. However,
an air vehicle operator (AVO) is ultimately responsible for the safe
operation of the vehicle. During preflight mission planning, the AVO
programs the vehicle to complete parts of the mission without oper-
ator input (similar to an autopilot). In the event of lost link, the system
will fly to a preplanned point and land. The system does not perform
any evaluation of the landing point; it simply executes a preplanned
route to a LZ and autolands [18].
Currently, a formalized/approved process does not exist for naval

aircraft/systems that exhibit autonomous behavior (i.e., a system that
is able to respond to situations thatwere not preprogrammed) because
there has never been a requirement for one to be developed. Parallel
paths are being taken around the world and by other organizations to

achieve this goal [19]. However, this paper focuses on the achieve-
ment of a safety of flight clearance for a naval autonomous system.

Several possible approaches have been proposed, but none have been
vetted through the military, or civilian, flight clearance authorities

[15,20–23]. The decision space for certifying a vehicle to complete
all tasks assigned is extremely complex, which is why this work
focused on flight testing in support of a safety of flight clearance of an

autonomous controller completing a specific mission: to execute a
safe landing of a large rotorcraft (capable of transporting passengers)
within an unprepared CAL/LZ. This will enable an exercise of the

flight-test process for just one mission normally reserved for a fully
qualifiedHAC (othermissions/taskswould include power line avoid-

ance, see-and-avoid, formation flying, and visual navigation), thus
limiting the complexity and scope of flight-test.
There have been several proposed approaches for certification of

unmanned/autonomous systems. A majority of the work deals with
small unmanned aerial vehicles or theoretical methods for certifying

large vehicles. One common theme is to identify errors in the software
early in the design cycle since the later a defect is found, the more

resources (both in time and money) are required to correct the issue
[24–28]. Many of the approaches involve M&S to determine if the
software is adequate for the system requirements [26,29–36]. Another

common approach involves employing formal methods for safety-
critical software verification and validation (V&V) (e.g., run-time
verification [37–48], model checking [22,49–60], and theorem prov-

ing [49,60–66]). Some papers have detailed methodologies for V&V
for the unmanned see-and-avoid requirement, but only for a two-
dimensional problem [67,68].Other proposalshighlight the limitations

of programming at simulating a pilot’s ability to sense and accurately
build their situational awareness (SA) during flight [69–75] and then

make decisions based on changing situations [39,76].
One drawback of these approaches is the limited scope of their

work. As an entire approved methodology does not exist, previous
work has been limited to one or two pieces of the V&V process;
and most did not consult aviation certification officials. One

notable exception is the work done by the Formal Methods Group
at National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA’s)

Langley Research Center. Currently, NASA has published several
papers on obtaining flight clearances for unmanned aerial systems
to operate within the national airspace [77–79]. Their work focuses

on formally defining the specification from the requirements of
operation within the national airspace, and then V&V via theorem
provers. This is designed to give certification officials confirmation

that the software will perform per the requirements. However, their
work focuses on an objective standard (such as maintain 1,000 ft
separation), and not a judgment task (such as interpret the environ-

ment and make the best decision). As the current safety of flight
certification process is designed to approve a system to be used by a

fully qualified pilot, it has been hypothesized that before a safety
of flight certification will be granted for an autonomous system,
the system under test needs to demonstrate that it can perform as a

qualified pilot would [80,81]. One issue with this plan is the com-
plexity of accomplishing it. The complexity of autonomous systems
results in an inability to test under all known conditions, difficulties

in objectively measuring risk, and an ever-increasing cost of
rework/redesign due to errors found late in the V&V process [24].
The idea of autonomy and automation in transportation is not new.

The automobile industry is one example of the increasing use of

automation in our everyday lives. Modern automobiles have several
capabilities that may be considered “driver relief modes” or automa-
tion. These capabilities include, but are not limited to, cruise control,

brake assist, and hands-free parallel parking. While self-driving cars
have been studied for decades, it was not until the Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency Grand Challenge (in 2005) that major
advances were seen in the practical application of self-driving cars
[82]. Tesla vehicles have had the hardware and software installed for

truly autonomous operation since the 2016 model year. However, to
operate the vehicle in autonomousmode, a licensed driver has to be at
the wheel, ready to take over at all times, for it to be legally operated

[83–85].

Fig. 1 Simplified flowchart detailing the steps leading to a safety of flight
clearance for an autonomous system to accomplish the CAL/LZmission.
This paper focuses on steps 5 and 6.
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B. Certifying Autonomy for the CAL/LZ Mission

When certification officials grant a safety of flight clearance, they

are certifying that if the system is used by a qualified pilot, it will be

safe and can complete the mission that it was designed for [16].

However, the process of certifying a pilot is a trust process. When

certifying a pilot, the commanding officer is putting his or her stamp

of approval on that pilot; and they are designating that they trust their

judgmentwhen unplanned events occur [86]. By eliminating the pilot

from the equation, certification officials need to be able to justify a

safety of flight clearance without the benefit of a human when off-

nominal conditions occur. For the purposes of tractability, we narrow

the scope of the problem to a particular flight envelope (i.e., a box) in

which the decision engine can exhibit autonomous behavior. This

approach will allow certification officials to grant a safety of flight

clearance, providing the decision engine will not violate one of the

limits of the box. We used the size, slope, wing, elevation, escape

route, and power (SWEEP) procedure executed by qualifiedHACs in

the USN and USMC [14] to define the box for the proposed flight

clearance of an autonomous system.

We define a suitable landing as one that satisfies the SWEEP checks

performed by qualified HACs. While not all of the steps were specifi-

cally programmed into the tactical aerial logistics system (TALOS)

(the decision engine that controls AACUS), it is important to under-

stand each component of SWEEP as it relates to the system under test

(AACUS/TALOS). In Ref. [81], Costello and Xu describe how the

SWEEP checklist can be used to define a clearance envelope where a

system can be allowed to exhibit autonomous behavior. This can be

considered run-time verification, the system would be allowed to

exhibit autonomous behavior providing it remained in the clearance

envelop defined by the SWEEP checklist. If it were to reach a limit of

the clearance envelope it would revert to known behavior. The com-

ponents of SWEEP are described as follows:
1) The first component is size. The TALOS used light detection

and ranging (LiDAR) to build a three-dimensional image to help
determine a landing point free fromobstructions and large enough for
the vehicle. It was programmed to use a 10m diameter as a clear zone
for landing. That diameter needed to be an additional 10 m clear of
obstacles (a total of 20 m from obstructions).
2) The second component is slope. Although the TALOS did not

specifically determine the slope of a LZ, it used a rough approximation
(similar to what a pilot would do) to determine if the slope of
the LZ posed an unsafe condition. The slope limits allowed by the
controllerweremore restrictive than the actual limits of the test vehicle.
3) The third component is wind. The TALOS was programmed to

continuously evaluate the wind based on the control inputs and the
deviations in ground track (Global Positioning Systembased). This is
a standard technique for the test and evaluation (T&E) of helicopters.
On approach, it would continue to update its local windmodel until it
reached 50 ft above ground level (AGL). It then used that wind speed
and direction for approach. Before landing, the systemwouldmaneu-
ver the nose of the aircraft into the wind to minimize crosswind and
maximize headwind.
4) The fourth component is elevation. Elevation had a negligible

effect on the available flight-test data, and it was not evaluated. The
system under test did not possess a health monitoring system for
elevation data. Although not evaluated during the test period, the
elevation would have a dramatic impact on power available. Provid-
ing the datawere accurate, it would be a variable for the power portion
of the SWEEP checks.
5) The fifth component is the escape route. The TALOS used the

situational awareness obtained by processing the sensor data avail-
able to build an escape route. Although none of the LZs evaluated
required a complicated escape route, one was displayed to the safety
pilot/flight-test engineer for each approach. During approach, the
TALOS would monitor the LZ to ensure SWEEP remained valid. If
SWEEP became invalid, the TALOSwould initiate awave off and fly
the escape route back to a hold point.
6) The sixth component is power. All of the evaluated test LZs and

aircraft configurations accommodated a power margin greater than
5% (a nominal safety buffer the AACUS/TALOS test team put in

place). Although not evaluated during this test period, it would be a
simple limit to place on an autonomous controller.

C. Flight-Test Overview

Flight-test is performed on a naval system before granting a safety
of flight clearance. It is important to understand the purpose of the two
types of flight-tests (DT and OT) as they pertain to granting a flight
clearance. The FAA, NASA, and each of the three branches of the
U.S. military have an airworthiness certification process for aircraft.
For naval aviation, airworthiness certification authority is delegated
to the NAVAIR.When a new capability/software/weapon/air frame is
acquired, and before naval personnel operate it, the NAVAIR must
grant a flight clearance (also referred to as a safety of flight certifi-
cation). Aircraft subsystems, software, components, and ultimately
the aircraft itself are certified through an established risk mitigation
process; the final portion of the process is the flight-test [16]. Flight-
test can be further broken down to either DTor OT. The qualification
process for naval aviators (pilots) is considered to be a trust process.
Unlike the civilian sector, military pilots are trusted by their com-
manding officers to complete missions critical to national interests.
While each pilot is required to log a minimum amount of flight time
and show competency in aircraft procedures before qualification, a
commanding officer will not designate them as fully qualified until
the individual has earned the trust of the commanding officer in their
decision-making abilities in off-nominal conditions [86].
The purpose of DT is to ensure that the system under test can meet

the requirements for which it was acquired under (normally a con-
tract). DT is performed by trained test pilots: graduates of an interna-
tionally recognized test pilot school. The DT points (individual data
points required to characterize the system under test during the
evaluation) are controlled and designed to determine if the capability
meets the individual specifications/requirements from the contract
and must be flown by trained test pilots. An example of a devel-
opmental test requirement might be “the aircraft will achieve a level
accelerated speed of 300 kt at 10,000 ftMean Sea Level (MSL).”This
requirement has a clear condition (300 kt at 10,000 ft MSL) and a
clearmethod to achieve the specification (level acceleration). DTalso
offers an iterative approach to expanding a safety of flight clearance
(envelope) by providing data to compare to other types of analyses
(such as M&S or wind-tunnel data). DT is considered a black-or-
white evaluation of an aircraft against the contract specifications. The
test points for DT are typically objective. Once a new capability
(i.e., full aircraft, new software, or weapon) has successfully dem-
onstrated that it meets the requirements of DT, it can transition to OT.
The purpose of OT is to ensure that the new capability is suitable

for the mission it is expected to complete. For a new capability to be
deemed suitable (and passOT), it must be able to perform themission
under mission-representative conditions by fleet-representative air-
crew. An example of an OT requirement may include “the aircraft
must be able to integrate into amultiplane strikeverses a remote target
in a contested environment.” Modern OT differs from DT in several
ways beyond simply the training required for its aircrew. DT is
designed to ensure the capability matches the requirements of the
contract. OT is designed to ensure that the end user can use the
capability to complete its designated mission. It is possible for a
capability to successfully pass DT but fail during OT. This is one of
the reasons that U.S. federal law only requires OT [87]. Unlike the
objective evaluation of DT, OT is mainly a subjective evaluation of
the system under test’s suitability for the mission it is designated for.

D. System Under Test (AACUS/TALOS) Overview

To evaluate current certification methods for the possible safety of
flight certification of autonomy, we required a system that possessed
autonomous functionality. In 2017, Aurora Flight Sciences (AFS)
developed the TALOSdecision engine for the AACUS program under
an Office of Naval Research (ONR) contract [88]. AFS installed the
TALOS on a modified UH-1 that flew under a FAA experimental
certificate. The FAA granted the safety of flight clearance for the
vehicle with the stipulation that any time the vehicle flew (autono-
mously or not), a HACwas required to be on board. The TALOS used
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the data available from theonboard sensors combinedwith theonboard
processing power and data buses to build SA of the environment the
decision engine would be operating in. The safety pilot (who was a
trained experimental test pilot and fully qualifiedHAC)was required to
monitor the systems decisions while the vehicle completed its mission
autonomously, and the HAC was ultimately responsible for the safety
of flight. The same test pilot acted as the HAC during all test flights in
this research.
The AACUS/TALOS was designed to execute the U.S. Marine

resupply mission. We used the available data to analyze the systems
performance during the CAL/LZ mission (a submission of the resup-
ply mission). Although AFS has published papers within the flight-
test community, their work focused on how the system was designed,
operated, and tested [89,90]: not on how the flight-test results can be
used for safety of flight certification of autonomy. Similar work was
done by the U.S. Army in modifying a Black Hawk for field navi-
gation and landing site selection [91]. However the flight-test data
available from AFS are diverse enough that they can be evaluated
under current U.S. Department of Defense processes [87] for a poten-
tial flight clearance of the autonomous controller to complete the
CAL/LZmission. During the test program, the safety pilot monitored
the systemunder testwhile it performed autonomous flight.Byusinga
safety pilot, AFS and the ONR were able to examine autonomous
functionality despite the lack of certification standards for autono-
mous vehicles. The 21 flight-test events occurred between 11 Decem-
ber 2017 and 23 May 2018. These events were chosen based on the
fact that the software controlling the TALOS had reached a maturity
pointwhere futuremodifications did not have an effect on how it chose
its LZ. The test events also concentrated on the actual landing portion
of the demonstration and not the other aspects of the contract. The
flights can be broken down to DT- and OT-like conditions.
The flights supporting the AACUS/TALOS final demonstration,

rehearsals, and follow-on technologymaturation assessment (Decem-
ber 2017 through January 2018) canbe seen asDTevents. The dataset,
consisting of six flights concentrated on the system requirements from
the contract, and the test points were scripted as such. The LZs were
located on Quantico Marine Corps Base in Virginia, and they were
designed to demonstrate the autonomous functionality of theAACUS/
TALOS. During the DT period, all of the flights were choreographed
by the test team to demonstrate the system’s ability to satisfy the
requirements of the ONR demonstration contract.
The follow-on events supporting a large-scale field training exer-

cise at Twentynine Palms (a USMCbase in California) can be seen as
OT events. During operations in California, 15 flights were flown in
the spring of 2018 in preparation for, and in support of, an integrated
training exercise (ITX) with actual Marines [89]. The USMC uses
Twentynine Palms to simulate real-life conditions Marines may find
once deployed. The LZs were chosen by actual Marines to support
conditions that can be considered as mission representative. During
the OT period, all of the test flights were designed to evaluate the
systems capability to complete the assigned task under mission-
representative conditions.

III. Developmental Flight-Test of AACUS/TALOS

In this section,we further discuss the aspects of theDT (step 5 from
Fig. 1) of the system under test. The evaluation of the objective
requirements from the contract is covered in Sec. III.A. The various
test points that will be tracked during the DT period, as well as how
the system under test will be characterized, are outlined in Sec. III.B.
A summary of theDTprogram is provided in Sec. III.C. Furthermore,
in order for a system to pass DTandmove on toOT, a positiveDT/OT
transition recommendation (to include a documentation of any defi-
ciencies found duringDT) is required.We provide a notional positive
recommendation for the system under test in Sec. III.D.

A. Requirements of AACUS/TALOS for the Autonomous CAL/LZ
Mission

For an autonomous system to obtain a safety of flight certification
for the CAL/LZ mission, it will need to demonstrate that it can
accurately complete SWEEP checks. As the only parts of SWEEP

that were programmed into the TALOSwere size (to include obstacle

detection), slope, wind, and escape route, the DT flight-test data will

evaluate those requirements (elevation and power margin were not

evaluated during this test program).
1) The first requirement is LZ size. The contract set the require-

ment for a 10 m radius (UH-1 rotor arc is 24 ft, 1.6 in.); this radius
must be an additional 10 m from any obstacles. The system was
required to scan the possible LZ from altitude (approximately 200 ft
AGL) and determine if the LZ is large enough for the vehicle. A
human pilot uses experience to judge the size of a LZ, but using
onboard sensors has the potential of being more exact.
2) The second requirement is LZ slope. The contract set the

requirement for less than 3 deg of slope (actual UH-1 limit is
6 deg). The systemwas required to scan the possible LZ from altitude
(approximately 200 ft AGL) and determine if the LZ is within limits.
Slope is the most difficult parameter for a pilot to determine from
altitude. Often, on approach, a HAC will abort a landing when the
slope is not as anticipated from altitude.
3) The third requirement is obstacle detection. The contract

requirement was for the system to detect and avoid an obstacle the
size of an 18 in. pelican case (depicted in Fig. 2 [94]). If a helicopter
were to land on an obstacle, the risk of dynamic rollover would be
real. Similar to excessive slope, a dangerous situation can develop if
only one skid were to touch down during a normal landing. During
the CAL/LZ mission, a crew chief actively looks out the side of the
helicopter, clearing the LZ for the pilots fromwhen the aircraft is over
its landing spot through landing. The systemwas required to scan the
possible LZ from altitude (approximately 200 ft AGL) and determine
if the LZ is clear of obstacles. The system under test was required to
continuously monitor the touchdown point for possible obstructions
during approach through touchdown.
4) The fourth requirement is wind. The system under test was able

to continuously evaluate the local wind conditions by comparing the
ground track of the vehicle against the control inputs. As this is a
standard technique for developmental testing of helicopters, it is not
part of this research. As the vehicle began its approach to landing, it
stopped evaluating the winds at 50 ft AGL. It then used that wind
direction andmagnitude to determine if thewinds werewithin limits.
Before landing, the system would maneuver the nose of the aircraft
into the relative wind to limit crosswinds and maximize headwind.
5) The fifth requirement is escape route. The system under test was

required to scan the area around the LZ and determine a safe route to a
hold point before starting its approach for landing. The AACUS/
TALOSused the rapidly exploring random tree algorithm [92,93] and
the information available through its sensors to build the escape route.
If the LZ were to become fouled (something moves into the previ-
ously cleared space) or SWEEPwere no longer valid during approach
(such as an obstaclewere to be detected during approach), the system
would wave off and fly the escape route to a hold point. In the field, a

Fig. 2 Photograph of a Marine carrying a 24 × 20 × 16 in. pelican case
during the AACUS ONR final demonstration [94].
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ground vehicle or wildlife may foul the LZ. Or, once the sensor
package is closer to the landing zone, it may detect a condition that
violates the requirements for a valid LZ.

B. Developmental Flight-Test Matrix

When preparing for a flight-test program, military T&E leadership

develop a list of specific test points required to accomplish a test

program. Typically, these test points are laid out in an easy to follow

test matrix. As developmental flight-test is resource intensive, lead-

ership will develop test points that are designed to evaluate the edge

cases of the system under test. These edge cases typically define the

edges of the envelope that will be in a safety of flight certification.

These edge cases are typically first identified during risk mitigation

M&S before flight-test (step 4 from Fig. 1). The test matrix offers the

flight-test community a simple to understand status of the test pro-

gram, as well as a method to annotate flight-test results. To pass the

DT, the system under test will need to accomplish a minimum of 25

autonomous landings (nominal value we selected for this research)

with no safety of flight issues. During the landings, the system must

demonstrate that it can select a LZ that is not obstructed and has a

slope that meets the requirements of the test program. In addition, the

system must demonstrate it can identify an 18 in. pelican case in a

possible LZ. Finally, during approach to landing, the system must be

able to identify an interloper if it were to enter the LZ, abort the

landing, and fly an escape route to the hold point. The flight-test

matrix, in addition to daily flight reports prepared after each flight, are

used by the flight-test community to characterize the system under

test when they evaluate the systems compliance with the require-

ments of the contract for which it was acquired. Using the CAL/LZ

mission as the foundation for evaluation, the flight-test community

can help inform certification officials decisions for certifying autono-

mous behavior. The test matrix for this evaluation can be found in

Table 1. The columns for Table 1 can be described as follows:
1) “Flight number: date” specifies the flight-test number and the

date of flight.
2) “Size” tracks the system’s ability to select a LZ that meets the

minimum size requirement. DuringDT, thiswas evaluated by placing

obstacles (the test team used pelican cases described in Sec. III.A)
in known locations in the test LZ area to determine if the system
can accurately choose a valid landing point (both by the safety pilot
in real time and by postflight analysis). Figure 3 depicts two LZs.
Both photographs were taken from the pilot’s perspective in a UH-1,
200 ft AGL over Naval Air Station (NAS) Patuxent River [95]. The
left image does not meet the requirements of the contract; the right
does.
3) “Obstruction” tracks the system’s ability to select a LZ that

meets the obstacle clearance threshold (no obstacles larger than an 18
in. pelican case).DuringDT, thiswas by examining the selectedLZ to
determine that the LZ was not obstructed (both by the safety pilot in
real time and by postflight analysis). This and the first column of the
test matrix will be accomplished by placing test pelican cases around
a known location to test the system’s ability to choose a valid LZ.
Figure 4 depicts two LZs that are obstructed by vehicles.
4) “Slope” tracks the system’s ability to select a LZ that meets the

maximum slope requirement. During DT, this will be evaluated by
examining the selected LZ to verify that it meets the slope require-
ment (both by the safety pilot in real time and by postflight analysis).
Figure 5 depicts a LZ at NAS Patuxent River used by the DT
community for slope landing evaluation [96]. The photograph was
taken from the pilot’s perspective in a UH-1, 200 ft AGL over NAS
Patuxent River. The three surveyed LZs have different slopes that test
pilot’s use during flight testing.
5) “Fouled LZ” tracks the system’s ability to sense an interloper

that fouls the LZ during approach. During DT, this will be evaluated
by driving a golf cart into the LZ while the system is on approach to
landing. Upon sensing the LZ is fouled, the system will execute the
escape route (which is displayed to the safety pilot before approach)
and return to the hold point.
6) “No. of landings” and “No. aborted” track safe autonomous

landings and aborted approaches by the safety pilot for violation of
requirements. To successfully pass DT, we stipulated that the system
must complete 25 autonomous landings and have zero approached
aborted by the safety pilot for violation of the requirements.

Each DT flight was recorded via the test matrix. The results were

evaluated to determine if the system should be recommended for OT

Table 1 Completed DT matrix of AACUS/TALOS for autonomous CAL/LZ mission
(P � pass, F � fail, and N∕A � not applicable)

Flight number: date Size Obstruction Slope Fouled LZ No. of landings No. aborted

F096: 11 Dec. 2017 P P P P 7 0
59F097: 12 Dec. 2017 P P P P 6 0
59F098: 13 Dec. 2017 P P P P 5 0
59F100: 22 Jan. 2018 P P P P 3 0
59F101: 23 Jan. 2018 P P P N/A 7 0
59F102: 24 Jan. 2018 P P P P 5 0

Fig. 3 Pilot’s perspective of two LZs taken from a UH-1 at 200 ft AGL over the turf training area of NAS Patuxent River [95].
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because OT requires substantial investment in resources (both time

and money). A system that does not receive a positive recommenda-

tion for OT from DT typically does not proceed to the next step until

mitigation measures are put in place. Ultimately, the test matrix is

used to characterize the system under test.
While the test matrix characterizes the system based on its perfor-

mance in the execution of planned test points, other items are iden-

tified during flight-test. Experimental test pilots are trained to find

deficiencies in a system. A part 3 deficiency is considered a nuisance,

and it is tracked against the system in case there are resources (both

timeandmoney) available to fix them in the future.Apart 2 deficiency

is considered an issuewith the system that requires human interaction

to overcome (such as pressing extra buttons on a flight management
system to accomplish themission). Aswith the part 3 deficiency, they
are normally tracked for possible correction at a later date. A part 1
deficiency is one that, if not corrected, the system cannot accomplish
the mission or may result in a major mishap. Part 1 deficiencies
are typically addressed before the system receives an OT transition
recommendation.

C. Summary of Developmental Flight-Test Events

The DTof the system under test consisted of six test flights. They
were flown as part of the buildup to the AACUS/TALOS final
demonstration, the demonstration itself, and follow-on technology
maturation assessment by the ONR. All flights took place between
11 December 2017 and 24 January 2018, and they were choreo-
graphed by the test team to demonstrate the system’s mastery of the
requirements levied by the contract. Table 1 summarizes the six test
flights in the test matrix.
During DT, the test conductors used both movable and stationary

obstructions to force the system to choose individual LZs that met the
requirements of the CAL/LZ mission. When evaluating a LZ, the
TALOS used LiDAR to build its perception of the LZ. As it
approaches a LZ, more data become available to fine-tune its inter-
pretation of the LZ. Figure 6 depicts three images showing the
perception model of the LZ building as the test asset approaches.
The landing area evaluated was a 50-m-radius seven-sided polygon.
Large obstacles were defined as somethingwith a height of 11 in. The
systemwould invalidate an area around the obstacle, although not in a
circular shape. The shape is elliptical, with the long axis parallel to the
vehicle’s approach path. All imageswere displayedwith north up and
the distance to the proposed LZ listed to the lower right of the image.
The hop number (recorded segment of the test flight) is displayed at
the top left corner of the image. The circle in the center of the image is
the desired landing spot from the end user. The colors in the image
relate to the suitability of the location. Table 2 details the color legend
for the TALOS-produced interpretation of the LZ.
Figure 7 depicts the system’s interpretation of the LZ for one of the

autonomous landings during flight 59F098 and an image of the test
UH-1 immediately postlanding [97]. The landing spot was in a field
with rolling hills. Figure 8 also depicts images relating to an autono-
mous landing during flight 59F098; the landing spot was in a
simulated forward operating base (FOB) and is considered one of
the tougher challenges for the system.
To evaluate the system under test’s ability to sense an interloper

fouling the LZ, the test team would wait until the system under test
approached the LZ; then, one of the test team would drive a golf cart
into its path. Upon sensing the fouled LZ, the systemwould abort the
approach and fly an escape route to the hold point. Figure 9 depicts
the TALOS’s interpretation of a LZbefore (left image) and after (right
image) a golf cart is driven into it. The golf cart is what creates the
orange zone at the bottom of the green zone in the second image. This
was done to test the wave-off functionality of the system.
In addition to the test matrix, the safety pilot and test team noted

several minor issues during DT. Some of these issues related to the

Fig. 5 Pilot’s perspective of surveyed LZ used for slope landing evalu-
ation taken from aUH-1 at 200 ft AGL over the turf training area of NAS
Patuxent River [96].

Fig. 4 Pilot’s perspective of two LZs that would have been valid if the
vehicles were not present, taken from a UH-1 at 200 ft AGL over the turf
training area of NAS Patuxent River [95].

Fig. 6 TALOSLZInterpretation from410, 220, and116mduring flight 59F097.As the vehicle approaches theLZ, its interpretation becomeclearer [88].
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software resiliency, which was not evaluated for the autonomous

CAL/LZ mission. Yet, other issues noted by the test team directly

related the systemperformance.On flight 59F096 the system selected

two landing spots that were not advantageous to the test (one was too

close to a road, and onewas too close to ground personnel). Although

the selected spots met all of the requirements for the system, the

safety pilot disengaged the system and selected a more advantageous

spot. Also, on flight 59F096 it appeared that the constantly changing

cargo load of thevehicle affected the landing performance (both skids

did not contact at the same time). On flight 59F097,while performing

an escape route, the vehicle tracked outside of the planned route (yet

still safely executed the route) due to the fact that the selected route

was not planned to properly match the vehicle’s maneuverability.

On flight 59F101 the local wind conditions were more extreme than

Table 2 Legend for colors in TALOS LZ interpretation [88]

Color Meaning

Black No evaluation performed in the area, or no data available
in the area

Gray No object seen; not enough data to determine if a
large-sized object is present

Yellow No object seen; not enough data to determine if a
medium-sized object is present

Teal No object seen; not enough data to determine if a
small-sized object s present

Green Area is safe for landing; no object seen
Red Object in this area; not safe for landing
Orange Too close to an object; not safe for landing
Blue/purple Terrain is too sloped or too rough for safe landing

Fig. 7 Two images relating to an autonomous landing in a field during flight 59F098: TALOS interpretation of the LZ (left) [88], and photograph of test
vehicle shortly after completing an autonomous landing in LZ pictured on left (right) [97].

Fig. 8 Three images relating to an autonomous landing in a simulated FOB during flight 59F098: TALOS interpretation of the LZ (top left) [88],
photograph of LZ from ground level (top right) [97], and AACUS/TALOS completing an autonomous landing in simulated FOB (bottom) [97].
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seen during past test events (winds were 14 gust 19 kt). Although
the winds were well within the limits of the experiment, the vehicle
displayed less than optimal performance (still within prescribed
limits).

D. DT Results and DT/OT Transition Recommendation

Despite the deficiencies noted, the system was able to perform the
mission autonomously under the constraints imposed by the test
team. We have determined that the system was able to accurately
complete the SWEEP checks under controlled conditions and should
proceed to OT.
During six DTevents, the system under test performed 33 autono-

mous landings with zero safety of flight issues (or violations of the
requirements placed by the contract). The system also demonstrated
the ability to detect if the landing zone was fouled by an interloper,
and it executed an escape route to its hold point. However, several
deficiencies were identified in the system:
1) The first deficiency is that the system lacks the ability to

optimize the landing spot selection (flight 59F096). Once it found
a valid point for landing, it ceased looking for a more advantageous
spot (part 2 deficiency). We recommend that future software loads
have a cost function embedded to help solve this problem.
2) The second deficiency is that the system’s actual performance

may not be the same as programmed (part 2 deficiency). We recom-
mend that future software loads have an updated model of the
performance of the vehicle.
3) The third deficiency is that the system lacks a dynamic c.g.

sensing capability, which may lead to an unsteady landing (part 3
deficiency).We recommend that future software loads have anupdated
c.g. sensing capability.
4) The fourth deficiency is that, during high/gusty wind conditions

(yet within the limits of the vehicle/system), the hover and landing
performance was safe but not consistent (part 3 deficiency). We
recommend that future software loads have improved gust per-
formance.

IV. Operational Flight-Test of AACUS/TALOS

Unlike DT, OT is not carefully scripted. During DT, the test
team was tasked with ensuring the system under test can perform
to the specifications that were detailed in the contract. All of the
DT LZs were designed to test the capabilities of the system under
controlled conditions. Unlike DT, OT flight-test is designed to see if
the average fleet operator can use the system to perform the mission,
aswell as determine if the system under test can perform in amission-
representative environment. Operational testers are tasked to deter-
mine if the system under test is operationally effective and suitable
for the mission [87]. In Sec. IV, we further discuss the aspects of OT
(step 6 from Fig. 1). The goals and expectations of the system in OT
are covered in Sec. IV.A. The various test points that were tracked

during the OT period are outlined in Sec. IV.B. A summary of the
OT program is provided in Sec. IV.C. Finally, the AACUS/TALOS
system suitability assessment (results from OT) is presented in
Sec. IV.D.
Late in 2017, the AACUS/TALOS showed great promise for

autonomy. During several technology demonstration flights, the
system impressed senior USMC officers. They asked if the system
could provide similar results in the field, resupplying actual Marines.
The ONR and AFS agreed to allow the system to operate at Twenty-
nine Palms, a USMC base in California, during a major USMC ITX.
In the Spring of 2018, the AACUS/TALOS flew 15 flights under
operationally relevant conditions.

A. Goals and Expectations of the System in OT

The basic resupplymission is simple: aMarinemakes a request for
supplies, the request is filled, and a helicopter delivers the supplies to
theMarine in the field. The AACUS/TALOSwas programmed to fly
from one location to the Marine’s location, select a LZ near the
Marine, land, and allow the Marine to unload the supplies. We
evaluated the AACUS/TALOS for the final portion of the resupply
mission. We evaluated the system under test for its suitability in the
autonomous CAL/LZ mission under mission-representative condi-
tions at Twentynine Palms Marine Corps Base.
As with DT, we used the SWEEP checklist to determine if the

system under test can perform the same actions a qualified HAC
would under mission-representative conditions. However, during
OT, we did not evaluate it against black-and-white requirements.
We evaluated it against the safety pilot’s (a trained engineering test
pilot and fully qualified HAC) opinions to see if the decisions the
system under test made would match that of a fully qualified HAC.

B. Operational Flight-Test Matrix

During the ITX at Twentynine Palms Marine Base, the AACUS/
TALOSwas taskedwith resupplying actualMarines. As with DT, we
evaluated the AACUS/TALOS for the autonomous CAL/LZmission
(just the landing portion of the resupply mission). However, unlike
DT, the LZs the Marines chose were not ideal. The obstacles in them
were not pelican cases placed by the test team to determine if the
system could distinguish a clear LZ that met the requirements of the
system. Instead, the obstacles were whatever was present in the area
where the Marine requested resupply.
For the OT evaluation matrix, we once again used the portions of

SWEEP that were programmed into the system under test. However,
instead of evaluating the performance against the requirements of the
system (as we did in DT), we evaluated the system against the expert
opinion of the safety pilot (a trained engineering test pilot and fully
qualified HAC) while the system performed the autonomous CAL/
LZ mission in a mission-representative environment. Table 3 is a
flight-test matrix that summarizes the operation flight-test of the

Fig. 9 TALOS interpretation of a LZ before (left image) and after (right image) a golf cart is driven into it testing the wave-off functionality on flight

59F096 [88].
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AACUS/TALOS for the autonomous CAL/LZ mission, and the
columns can be summarized as follows:
1) “Flight number: date” specifies the flight-test date and flight.
2) “Size” tracks if the safety pilot agreed with the size of the

selected LZ.
3) “Slope” tracks if the safety pilot agreed with the slope of the LZ.
4) “Obstruction” tracks if the safety pilot agreed that the LZ was

clear of obstructions.
5) “Spot” tracks if the safety pilot agreed with the landing spot

chosen by the decision engine.
6) “Wave off” tracks if the safety pilot felt the wave off was

executed properly.
7) “No. of landings” tracks the number of autonomous landings

during the test flight.
8) “No. aborted” tracks the number of landing aborted by the safety

pilot for safety of flight reasons.
To successfully pass OT, and ultimately be given a safety of flight

certification and fielded, the system under test will need to demon-
strate under operationally relevant conditions that it can complete the
autonomous CAL/LZ mission. Unlike DT, where the system merely
needed to demonstrate that it met the requirements set in the contract,
in OT, the system needed to show that it can perform as a fully
qualified HAC to be effective and suitable for the mission (a sub-
jective assessment by the OT team).

C. Summary of Operational Test Events

OT consisted of 15 flights flown between 29 April 2018 and 23
May 2018. Theywere flown as part of a major field exercise support-
ing USMC personnel at Twentynine Palms Marine Base. All test
flights were flown under mission-representative conditions and not
specifically choreographed by the test team to demonstrate the
system’s mastery of the requirements levied by the contract. The first

five flights were system preparation flights to understand the new
environment. The final 10 were in direct support of the exercise.
Table 3 summarizes the 15 test flights in the OT matrix.
During the first flight in a mission-representative environment,

some issues immediately presented themselves. Unlike the LZs of
Quantico, those in Twentynine Palms had not been cleared of brush to
maximizeMarine training. Vegetation in the high desert of California
ranges from small shrubs or tumbleweeds to shoulder-high bushes.
The test team used the first flight to judge the effect vegetation has on
the system.During flight 59F111, the system under test had difficulty
(in the opinion of the safety pilot) finding a LZ that met its criteria for
obstacle clearance. While evaluating four LZs, only two of themmet
the requirements for the system under test to perform a landing. The
safety pilot noted that theUH-1 could have performed a landing, but it
would require extensive crew coordination and pilot judgment (these
capabilities were not programmed into the system). Figure 10 is the
TALOS interpretation of one of the LZs and a corresponding Google
Earth image prepared by the test team from flight 59F111. The safety
pilot felt he could land in the LZ, but the TALOS could not find a valid
spot based on the extra safety factor programmed into the system.
One of the major concerns from AFS and the ONR was how the

system under test would perform under conditions approaching
brownout, where the rotor wash picks up dust when landing in a
desert LZ that blocks the aircrew view of the ground when approach-
ing touchdown. Several of the LZs chosen during the first five flights
at Twentynine Palmswere chosen to assess the system’s performance
in adverse conditions. The fear was that the installed LiDAR could
not penetrate dust on landing and could initiate awave off thatwas not
warranted. No issues were found when operating in near-“brownout”
conditions. During flight 59F120, the system was able to complete
the CAL/LZ mission despite encountering what the safety pilot
considered full brownout (Fig. 11).

Table 3 Completed OT flight-test matrix of AACUS/TALOS for the autonomous CAL/LZ mission

Flight number: date Size Slope Obstruction Spot Wave off No. of landings No. aborted

F111: 29 April 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 2 0
59F112: 1 May 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 2 0
59F113: 3 May 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 4 0
59F114: 4 May 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 7 0
59F115: 6 May 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 1 0
59F116: 8 May 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 1 0
59F117: 8 May 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 2 0
59F118: 12 May 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 6 0
59F119: 14 May 2018 Yes Yes No No N/A 6 0
59F120: 15 May 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 4 0
59F121: 17 May 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 4 0
59F122: 18 May 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 2 0
59F123: 21 May 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 2 0
59F124: 22 May 2018 No Yes No N/A Yes 2 0
59F126: 23 May 2018 Yes Yes Yes Yes N/A 2 0

Fig. 10 Two images relating to a LZ during flight 59F111: Google Earth image (left), and TALOS interpretation of the same location (right). TALOS
declared location unsuitable; safety pilot disagreed [88].
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Flight 59F117was amilestone for the program. It was the first time
that the system was used to perform the resupply mission of Marines
in the field. The system under test was able to complete the entire
mission (to include the autonomous CAL/LZ portion of the flight)
autonomously per the requirements of the system.
An issuewas foundduring flight 59F119. The systemunder testwas

to fly to a remote location (a dirt runway) for a resupply mission and
vehicle refuel. TheMarines at the LZhad set up sandbags to indicate to
the pilot where to land (a standard operating procedure). However, the
system saw the sandbags as an obstruction, and it chose a different
landing spot. The safety pilot took control of the aircraft and landed on
the runway, in the desired location, to facilitate refueling. The other six
landings performed during the flight were all accomplished autono-
mously at other locations with no issues.
Another issue was noted on flight 59F125. The system under

test was directed to resupply Marines in the field with water (mission
critical basedon the location).Unfortunately, the location theMarines
chose for resupply was suboptimal. The foliage in the area made
it difficult for the system to select a landing point that met the
requirements of its programming. The system under test had a
requirement for the size of an obstacle. It was programmed to invali-
date the area around detected obstacles. A trained HAC would have
evaluated the foliage in the area and dismissed someof the foliage as a
nonfactor (yet the system under test identified them as a hazard).
Ultimately, the safety pilot had to disengage the system and land
manually to accomplish the resupply (because the LZwas compatible
with the UH-1, just not the requirements programmed into the
AACUS/TALOS).

D. AACUS/TALOS System Suitability

The system under test demonstrated that it could complete the
autonomous CAL/LZ mission under favorable conditions (i.e., those
that were programmed into the system). During OT, the AACUS/
TALOS performed 46 autonomous landings. It also demonstrated
extreme promise in controlling a helicopter during brownout con-
ditions. However, under field conditions, the experience and training
of the safety pilot was required to complete the landing when the
obstacles in the LZ were challenging. The system was programmed
with a large safety margin, but that margin negated the ability of the
system to perform landings in some of the LZs of Twentynine Palms.
In addition, some of the LZs chosen by the system under test were not
ideal. The vegetation in the proposed LZs had not been completely
cleared as it would have been at an aerodrome or helipad, and the
safety pilot had to take control and land at a more advantageous spot
(mainly when dealing with an LZ that required interaction with
Marines on the ground). The system also had issues when identifying
obstacles that could foul a LZ because it was programmed to view an
11 in. obstacle as fouling a LZ. In the field, many of these objects
were small shrubs or tumbleweeds. A fully qualified HAC would
have identified them as no risk (as the downwash on approach would

blow them out of the way). This is also a limitation of the program-
ming in a system that was designed as a technology demonstration,
and not a system for operational use. While all 15 flights were flown
by the same experimental test pilot, the conclusions in this research
were formed by a committee of flight-test experts who had access to
the flight-test data.
The results of OT were shared with senior naval officers who

currently certify pilots as HACs. They are tasked with certifying
the judgment of the pilot to perform critical missions when the
conditions are suboptimal. They unanimously agreed that, as evalu-
ated, the AACUS/TALOS did not meet their threshold as being
capable of making decisions currently reserved for qualified pilots.
When presented with a situation that matches the programming, the
system under test was able to complete the mission. However, when
presentedwith a situation that did not fit neatly into the programming,
the system could not complete the mission.
We found that the AACUS/TALOS (as programmed and evalu-

ated) was not effective or suitable for the autonomous CAL/LZ
mission. Based on these findings, NAVAIR would not grant a safety
of flight certification for the system to perform the mission.

V. Analysis of the Test Results as They Relate to
Certifying Autonomy

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, despite meteoric advances in
structures, aerodynamics, and propulsion, aircraft handling qualities
languished under the conception that it would not be feasible to create
objective design standards (satisfying black-and-white requirements)
to achieve a subjective ends (satisfying pilots needs) [98]. The advent
of autonomous systems has created a similar daunting task. Currently,
certification officialsmainly use objective standards to determine if the
system can be used by a fully qualified aircrew to complete a mission
beforegranting a flight clearance.However, the commandingofficer of
a squadron uses a subjectivemeasure to determine if a pilot is ready for
full qualification.This creates the sameproblemaircraft designers have
had for improving handling qualities. The designers of autonomous
systems will be given a set of performance specifications that are
themselves objective ends. However, the behavior described in the
specifications, completing a judgment task, requires objective means
to an associated subjective end [99]. This research has shown that
accomplishing a judgment task (we evaluated the system under test for
the CAL/LZ mission) will require new processes, or adjusting current
processes to meet the new requirement.
The available flight-test data were evaluated under DT-like condi-

tions (where applicable) to determine if the contractorwas able to build
a system to a specification of the contract (show that the decision
enginewouldonly land in areas thatmet the conditions of the contract).
It was also evaluated under OT-like conditions (where applicable) to
determine if the decision engine could execute the task under mission-
representative conditions. The flight-test data were also presented to
senior officers who currently certified HACs.

Fig. 11 System under test performing an autonomous landing during full brownout conditions at Twentynine Palms Marine Base during flight
59F120 [89].
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AFS developed the decision engine that enabled the system under
test to accomplish the task under controlled conditions. During the
notional DT phase of this test program, the system under test success-
fully completed its assigned task 33 times with no issues relating to
the landing portion of the test flights. We felt the system under test
was able to complete the requirements levied by the contract (objec-
tive requirements), and theAACUS/TAOLOSwould have passed the
DTand transitioned to OT. However, several of the landings were not
optimal. In more than one case, the safety pilot took the controls and
delivered vehicle to a more favorable location. Once the TALOS
found a location that met the minimum requirements it was pro-
grammed to execute, it stopped looking for a better solution. The
senior naval officers felt that a HAC needs to use their judgment to
pick the best available location for landing. While the system can
accomplish the CAL/LZ mission by satisfying the SWEEP checklist
and executing an autonomous landing, a more ideal landing point
offers an extra buffer of safety. One example was flight 59F097.
During that flight, the safety pilot disengaged the system and chose a
touchdown point to maximize the impending static display following
shutdown. The system under test was not aware that a number of
high-rankingMarine officers were waiting to see the vehicle. Its only
concern was finding a valid landing spot. The safety pilot knew that
the closer he could land to the distinguished visitors, the better. This
showed the narrow focus of the decision engine. changing the pro-
gramming for touchdown point is not possible between flights. It was
not possible to add judgment in the current build of the software.
During follow-on testing at Twentynine Palms (considered to be

OT data), the system under test was able to complete 46 autonomous
landings in mission-representative environments. However, the deci-
sion engine displayed issues with distinguishing valid landing zones
for the test vehicle. This may have been a byproduct of the demon-
stration program requiring a large safety buffer (a much larger clear
LZ than required for the platform). The software required a large-
diameter clear zone for landing. On more than one flight, the safety
pilot had to take control of the aircraft and execute a safe landing in an
area that the decision engine eliminated as a valid LZ. The judgment
that senior naval officers rely upon when granting the HAC qualifi-
cation on aviators is an intangible that is difficult to quantify or
program into a decision engine. Ultimately, we determined (with
coordination with military certification officials) the system under
test was unsuitable for the CAL/LZmission andwould not be granted
a safety of flight clearance as programmed/evaluated.
AFSwas able to develop a decision engine and sensor package that

could perform the CAL/LZ mission autonomously under controlled
conditions. However, when presented with other variables that were
not considered, or under field conditions, the decision engine lacked
the judgment that a HAC needs to demonstrate to their commanding
officer before being fully qualified. This highlights amajor issuewith
certifying autonomous behavior for a safety of flight certification. If
requirements are black and white, a simple decision tree can be
generated for a decision engine to follow. It is when the decision
engine faces off-nominal conditions, or unplanned circumstances
present themselves, that its actions do not mirror that of a fully
qualified HAC.
Academia and industry have proven that they can build aircraft

with autonomous functionality. The AACUS/TALOS was one such
example. However, it was a technology demonstration and was never
intended for use beyond that. It was given a specific set of require-
ments to demonstrate, and it was programmed to do so. This research
demonstrated that in order to obtain a safety of flight clearance for
autonomous functionality, the vehicle must prove that it can perform
similar actions to those of a qualified pilot under off-nominal, or
mission-representative, conditions.

VI. Conclusions

The existing paradigm for T&E is to define what a system will do
given a set of input parameters. Before a safety of flight clearance,
certification officials currently need to understand how a system will
react when used by a fully qualified pilot/operator when completing a
mission (such as theCAL/LZmission).By removing the pilot/operator

(for autonomous systems), it is believed that a flight clearance can be

obtained for autonomy based onwhat the systemwill not do. To define
a box where a system can be allowed to exhibit autonomous behavior,

the SWEEP checks performed by H-60 and H-1 aircrew in the USN
and USMC were used to complete the CAL/LZ mission. It was

possible to evaluate flight-test data of an autonomous system (the
AFSAACUS/TALOSUH-1), completing the CAL/LZmission under

controlled conditions (DT) and under mission-representative condi-
tions (OT).
Between the AACUS/TALOS’s final demonstration (to include

the rehearsals) and the ONR technology maturation assessment, the

decision engine under test demonstrated 33 autonomous landings
and several wave-off approaches based on a fouled LZ. These flights

could be considered DT events because the conditions were con-
trolled to demonstrate the objective requirements of the contract for

which the system was acquired under. During these test flights, the
decision engine was able to define a safe landing spot that met the

constraints of the contract. Therefore, the decision enginewould have
met the objective requirements of DT. However, several deficiencies

were noted with the system. The most troubling was that once the
system picked a landing point that satisfied its programming, it did

not continue looking for a more advantageous spot. Yet, based on the
performance of the systemunder controlled conditions, it would have

passed DT and been recommended for OT (to be evaluated under
mission-representative conditions).
During the ITX evaluation period, the AACUS/TALOS was used

in a mission-representative environment (OT): Twentynine Palms

Marine Base. During 15 flights, the system under test executed 46
autonomous landings in environments similar to those that would be

needed to execute the CAL/LZ mission to resupply Marines in the
field. However, the OT evaluation is a subjective test: the purpose of

which is to determine, to the subjective opinion of the OT organiza-
tion, if a standard fleet user can use the system under test to complete

the desired mission under mission-representative conditions. While
the vehicle demonstrated the ability to stay within the clearly defined

envelope, several decisions made by the vehicle were in contrast to
what a qualifiedHACwould havemade.None of the decisionswould

have resulted in an unsafe condition. However, the results of an OT
report on the data available would have found the system under test

unsuitable for the autonomous CAL/LZ mission as programmed.
This paper used legacy test procedures for the evaluation of the

system under test. While the procedures provided data on the system
and may be a valid method to test an autonomous system, they did not

provide a method to correct issues early in the development cycle.
Once a system reaches flight-test, it is extremely difficult to fix the

system and still meet deadlines. If an autonomous system were certi-
fied safe for flight, the most important step would be to ensure the

requirements were specified in such a manner that system developers
could program in the ability to cope with off-nominal conditions.
Academia and industry have demonstrated that they can develop a

system that can exhibit autonomous behavior while completing a

mission normally reserved for qualified pilots under controlled con-
ditions; the AACUS/TALOS is one such system. However, when

confronted with conditions that were not programmed into the deci-
sion engine, the actions of the autonomous system did not match that

of a fully qualified pilot. By using the SWEEP checklist as a guar-
antee of what the system will not do, flight clearance officials can

grant a safety of flight clearance for autonomy. However, before
authorizing the software package to complete tasks that require a

pilot’s judgment, the system needs to demonstrate it can accomplish
the mission under controlled and off-nominal conditions.
The existing data on theAACUS/TALOS system are promising for

the future of unmanned vehicles supporting the CAL/LZ mission.

However, the narrowly defined focus of the current AACUS/TALOS
architecture is inadequate for the mission need. Future studies are

recommended that would expand upon what constitutes a safe land-
ing area. Advanced sensors and an adequate training set of visual

images can help support relaxation of what makes a clear LZ (a thin
bush may be acceptable, where a small rock may not be acceptable).

Until the judgment (subjective means) of a HAC can be translated
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into an algorithm (objective measure), autonomous behavior will
have difficulties being accepted by certification officials.
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